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 Computational simulations allow for the detailed study of complex systems and the 
opportunity to provide insight and understanding on the molecular level. The motivation of this 
thesis is to probe a higher level understanding of realistic problems through the use of advanced 
biasing techniques. The thesis is split into two distinct projects. Part I is the analysis of a 
nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR), involving the initial actions of the gating mechanism 
and the computational hurdles required to create a realistic simulation environment. Ligand 
binding affinity and biased molecular dynamics results indicate that productive gating of an α3β2 
nAChR may be driven by the structural properties of the C-loop. Part II examines the 
thermodynamic and kinetic driving forces and their effects on sodium diffusion in type I and 
type II Si-clathrates. Sodium concentration was found to have a significant effect on the 
transition barrier heights between cages and shifted the thermodynamics in favor of a sodium 
deficient environment. In addition, structural differences between type I and type II clathrates 
play a central role in the ability to remove sodium from the clathrate, and the pathway hypothesis 
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INTRODUCTION: NICOTINIC ACETYLCHOLINE RECEPTORS 
 
Nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) are one of the most widely studied 
ligand-gated ion channels, however, a molecular-level understanding of the gating 
mechanism (i.e., ligand binding, C-loop closure, and channel opening/closing) is still 
poorly understood.
1-5
 As opposed to the commonly studied alpha containing 
homopentameric systems,
4-8
 heteropentameric nAChRs (Figure 1.1) have a diversity of 
subunit combinations that influence ligand affinity and selectivity, C-loop dynamics, 
kinetics of channel activation/inactivation, ion specificity and conductance, and 
desensitization characteristics.
1
 Unfortunately, our understanding of subunit diversity 
and its impact on the functional and pharmacological properties of the mature nAChRs 
is still in its infancy. What is needed is a fundamental molecular-level understanding of 
the role of subunit diversity, which will reveal the essential interactions controlling the 
pore opening mechanisms of ligand-gated channels and enable the rational design of 
agonists and antagonist ligands. Computational techniques are able to provide detailed 
insight to the complex gating mechanism which can both complement and guide 
experimental work. The identification of key residues, structures, motions, and 
underlying free energies is essential to advancing our knowledge of ligand gated ion 
channels and specifically the roles of various subunits in biological processes. This 
work explores the details of subunit diversity on agonist binding and the effects on the 
initial aspects of the gating mechanism. A molecular level analysis using advanced 




Figure 1.1   Cartoon Representation of a nAChR. Side view of the homology model for 
the α3β2 nAChR (ribbon) depicting the overall structural components of the 
transmembrane ligand-gated ion channel (Left). Top view of the ligand binding domain 
(surface) indicating the subunit configuration and location of two of the five C-loop 





1.1  nAChR Background and Motivation 
The nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) are ligand-gated ion channels 
belonging to the Cys-loop family of receptors.
1, 2
 Cys-loop receptors are found 
throughout the body as both neuronal- and neuromuscular-types
5
 with the nAChRs 
playing an important role in ion regulation, cellular function, and neurotransmitter 
release.
1, 2
 The Cys-loop family of ligand-gated channels are composed of a pentameric 
arrangement of subunits that create a membrane spanning pore, Figure 1.1. In the case 
of nAChRs there exists a variety of distinct subunits (α, β, δ, γ, and ε), which can be 
generally classified as alpha and non-alpha subunits.
1, 6, 10, 11
 Alpha subunits are 
characterized by the presence of a vicinal disulfide bond between two cysteine residues 
on the tip of the C-loop.
12
 In ligand binding, the subunit containing the C-loop is 
designated as primary, while the adjacent subunit is designated as complementary. The 
3 
 
C-loop is one of many loops (A-F in Figure 1.2) that are important to ligand binding 
(i.e., affinity and selectivity)
1, 13
 with loops A-C found on the primary binding subunit, 
and loops D-F located on the complementary binding subunit.
2
 The overall nAChR 
structure can be split into two distinct sections. The first is a large extracellular (EC) 
region (containing loops A-F) that makes up the ligand binding domain (LBD). The 
second is a transmembrane region composed of four alpha helixes (TM 1-4). TM2 is the 
innermost structure responsible for the hydrophobic constriction point of the channel, 
and an intracellular portion that contains a variable length segment composed of a 




Figure 1.2   nAChR structure. Top view of the transmembrane alpha helix bundle 
looking down the channel pore (Left). Side view of the subunit dimer complex 
composed of a primary α and a complementary β subunit designating specific loop 






Mature nAChRs are either homopentameric and contain identical alpha subunits, 
or heteropentameric and contain a combination of diverse subunits, typically in a 2:3 
stoichiometry of alpha to non-alpha subunits.
15
 To date, ten α (α1-10) and four β (β1-4) 
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nAChR subunits have been characterized in various combinations that play a significant 
regulatory role in model systems.
16
 Recent computational studies of the human α7 
homopentamer
4-7
 and the α4β2 heteropentamer
3
 have focused on events related to the 
primary alpha subunit, while dismissing the possibility of non-alpha subunit 
contributions. There is experimental evidence that suggests agonist binding to sites 
containing non-alpha primary subunits
17
 although it is currently unknown if these non-
alpha sites contribute to the conformational changes associated with the gating 
mechanism. The composition of subunits in mature heteropentameric nAChRs imparts a 
remarkable array of properties from modulating the affinity for agonists (e.g., cystine, 
choline, and acetylcholine) and antagonists (e.g., α-cobratoxin, α-connotoxin, anatoxin, 
and epibatidine) to the location of nAChRs (e.g., presynaptic and postsynaptic, and 
various cells in the digestive, lung, and immune systems).
1
 Subunit diversity has also 
been shown to impact the ligand-binding response and channel activation/inactivation 
kinetics.
10, 18
 The subunit diversity found in nature indicates the need for ligand-gated 
ion channels with various ligand affinity and selectivity, channel kinetics (i.e., 
activation/inactivation and desensitization) and tissue distribution, which is governed by 
the diverse subunit composition. 
The most widely accepted hypothesis for channel gating proceeds through a 
cascade of events beginning with agonist binding to the LBD. Agonist binding is 
believed to only occur at binding sites with an alpha primary subunit and either an α, β, 
δ, or γ complementary subunit.
19
 Binding of an agonist at either the αα, αβ, αδ, or αγ 
results in C-loop closure and the initiation of a local change in the binding site structure 
as well as a global change involving subunit rotation. The EC and TM domains are 
thought to undergo an opposite rotational motion, resulting in a tilting of the TM2 alpha 
helices.
4
 Movement of the TM2 structures results in both an increased pore diameter 
5 
 
and a rearrangement of the hydrophobic residues lining the transmembrane constriction 
point.
3, 14, 20
 The combination of these events complete channel gating, moving the 
structure from a closed state (resting) to an ion conducting open state (active).
20, 21
 
Prolonged agonist exposure can result in a reversible, desensitized state, thought to be 
an important tool for cellular regulation and ion control.
21, 22
 
The molecular-level detail obtained from computational evaluations of complex 
nAChR systems is an essential complement to experimental studies for a better 
understanding of ligand-gated ion channels. So far, computational studies have been 
limited by the size and complexity of the biological system (>100,000 atoms), the 
relatively long physiological time scale for pore opening (~microsecond)
1, 2
, and the 
lack of an experimentally determined heteropentameric open channel structure (i.e., X-
ray crystal structures). With the recent low resolution heteropentameric cryo-electron 
microscopy structure,
13
 and the high resolution bacterial pentameric ligand-gated ion 
channel structures
8, 23
 there is a unique opportunity to utilize homology modeling to 
create model systems to study the impact of subunit diversity.
9
 The recent creation of a 
complete α3β2 nAChR homology model in our group has enabled the complexities of 
the gating mechanism to be studied in greater detail for heteropentameric structures.
9
  
Along with the accurate modelling of the nAChR, it is extremely important 
when studying proteins to imbed the full structure into a realistic environment. Previous 
studies have shown that a lipid bilayer composed of POPC, POPA, and Cholesterol in a 
3:1:1 ratio is required for accurate simulation of nAChR’s.
24
 In order to conduct the 
most thorough and relevant experiments possible, all nAChR research presented in this 
thesis was completed in the presence of a biologically relevant lipid bilayer. 
The primary aim of this research is to determine the role of subunit diversity on 
the energetic aspects of agonist binding, as well as the initial aspects of the gating 
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mechanism for heteropentameric nAChR channels. These goals are achieved through 
advanced computational evaluations of the α3β2 nAChR. The computational studies 
entail a thorough evaluation of ligand binding (i.e. affinity and selectivity), C-loop 
closure, and C-loop mutation studies of the nAChR channel.  
1.2 Thesis Organization 
 Chapter 2 provides information on the theory behind each of the computational 
techniques used in this thesis. This includes classical molecular dynamics, force fields, 
thermostats, and the biased molecular dynamics technique of umbrella sampling. 
 Chapter 3 describes the parameterization and results of the phospholipid 
molecules required to form the biologically relevant bilayer essential to an accurate 
simulation of nAChR. Included is a description of lipid bilayers, the quantum based 
structural optimizations for the parameterized models, and a comparison with 
experimental results. 
 Chapter 4 discusses the effect of subunit diversity on ligand binding affinity and 
C-loop dynamics of an ɑ3β2 nAChR. Analysis of the nAChR including molecular 
mechanics/Poisson-Boltzmann surface area (MM/PBSA) calculations, decomposition 
analysis, loop dynamics and energetics, and mutation studies are discussed 
 Chapter 5 includes an overall conclusion to Part I of this thesis as well as 
directions being pursued for future work on this topic. 
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Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations provide insight into the atom-atom 
interactions driving system energetics and dynamics and can be used to study a very 
diverse selection of physical systems. Computations can be invaluable in 
complementing experimental results, as well as guiding future experimental research 
based on a fundamental molecular level understanding of a system. Although many 
different computational approaches were used in the completion of this research, this 
thesis focuses on the utilization of molecular dynamics and advanced biasing 
techniques. A detailed explanation of the theory is given below. 
2.1  Molecular Dynamics Background 
 The first proper molecular dynamics study was by Alder and Wainwright in 
1957, where they studied hard sphere interactions.
1
 Since then, significant attention has 
been given to the development of MD force fields, biasing techniques, and 
computational software resulting in the creation of accurate simulation methods for a 











) and each has their strengths and 
weaknesses. Part I of this thesis uses the AMBER program for its ability to accurately 
simulate a range of biological systems such as proteins and phospholipids. 
Two important factors of MD simulations are system size and simulation time as 
they correspond directly to the computational cost of running the experiment. Larger 
systems mean more calculations and slower simulation speeds. This could mean 
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running an experiment for months or even years. Today it is possible to study systems 
on the order of millions of atoms, though long simulation times for such systems are 
impractical. Typical simulation time scales are currently on the order of tens to 
hundreds of nanoseconds; however, microsecond time length simulations are becoming 
more common for relatively smaller (<150,000 atoms) systems. 
2.2 Classical Molecular Dynamics 
 Molecular dynamics provides information on the time dependent, dynamical 
properties of a system. At the root of classical MD is Newton’s equation of motion, 
𝐹𝑖 = 𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑖     (2.1) 
where Fi is the force, mi is the mass, and ai is the acceleration of particle i. Since force 
may also be expressed as the potential energy gradient, and acceleration is the second 
derivative of the position, equation 2.1 can be re-written as: 






     (2.2) 
where V is the system potential energy, t is time, and ri is the position. This relates 
potential energy to the time dependent change in particle position. Numerical 
integration techniques are used to solve equation 2.2 given that the initial atom positions 
and velocities are known. The parameter set used to describe the potential energy of a 
system is referred to as a force field. 
 The experiments in Part I of this thesis were conducted using the AMBER 12 
software. The functional form of the force field used within AMBER is given by 
equation 2.3. 
𝑉(𝑟) = ∑ 𝑘𝑏(𝑙 − 𝑙0)
2 + ∑ 𝑘𝑎(𝜃 − 𝜃0)










6 ) + (
𝑞𝑖𝑞𝑗
𝑟𝑖𝑗




Here, potential energy is related to the bonded and non-bonded energies of the system. 
The first term describes stretching in covalently bonded atoms, where kb is the spring 
constant, b is the instantaneous bond length and bo is the equilibrium bond length. The 
second term describes bond angles where ka is the force constant and θ represents the 
bond angle. The third term, and final bonded interaction, describes the energies 
associated with torsions along a dihedral angle. Vn is the force constant for the dihedral, 
n is the bond order, ϕ is the dihedral angle, and δ is the phase angle.
2, 7
 Non-bonded 
interactions are given by the fourth term in equation 2.3, which include the van der 
Waals interactions and columbic electrostatic energies. The Lennard-Jones potential is 
used to approximate the van der Walls forces, where the first term describes the Pauli 
repulsion forces which occur between electrons at short range, and the second term 
describes the London dispersion forces which are long range attractive forces. The third 
term within the double summation is the charge-charge interactions where qi and qj 
represent the point charges. The non-bonded Lennard Jones terms become insignificant 
at very large distances, therefore to increase simulation speed, a cutoff radii is desired. 
However, long range forces such as electrostatic interactions are still important so a 
method is required to accurately calculate appropriate interactions while optimizing the 
calculations needed. The particle-mesh Ewald method is a commonly used and accepted 





 An ensemble is a collection of all possible microstates which satisfy the 
macroscopic states requirements placed on the system.
9
 While there are many ensemble 
options to choose from, the experiments in this thesis use the Isobaric-Isothermal 
Ensemble (NPT). The NPT ensemble corresponds to a fixed number of atoms, and 
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constant pressure and temperature. Under this ensemble, the temperature and pressure 
are controlled by a thermostat and a barostat respectively, while other system properties 
such as volume are adjusted to satisfy the simulation requirements. The decision to use 
this ensemble is important as it more accurately reproduces experimental conditions and 
allows a more direct comparison between computation and laboratory experiments. 
2.4 Umbrella Sampling 
 While classical molecular dynamics is a very powerful tool, it often is unable to 
accurately sample large and complex energy surfaces. This is especially true when 
barriers between conformational states are high or a very specific event needs to be 
analyzed. During the timescales accessible in simulations it is possible for classical MD 
to only partially sample high energy states if at all.  To overcome this, many forms of 
biasing exist which artificially manipulate the system to visit these areas and therefore 
adequately sample the phase space of interest. Biased sampling uses collective variables 
(e.g., distance, angles, coordination numbers) to describe a particular portion of the 
system and guide it along the desired reaction coordinate. Umbrella sampling can be 





2     (2.4) 
where V is the potential energy of the biasing factor, k is the spring constant, and s is 
the collective variable. If the spring constant, k, is given as a large enough value, the 
system will be forced to sample only those regions close to s0. Running many 
simulation windows with incremental values of s0 along the desired reaction coordinate 
and combining the results creates an effectively continuous equation between final and 
initial states.
10
 The biasing is accomplished through the use of the PLUMED 1.3 plugin 
for MD software.
11
 Reconstruction of the free energy surface, and unbiasing the extra 
14 
 
potential placed on the system, is possible through the weighted histogram analysis 
method (WHAM)
12, 13
 available from Alan Grossfield’s website.
12
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A CHARGE MODIFIED GENERAL AMBER FORCE FIELD FOR 
PHOSPHOLIPIDS: IMPROVED STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES IN THE 
TRENSIONLESS ENSEMBLE 
 
 In order to accurately simulate a nicotinic acetylcholine receptor, it is important 
for it to be imbedded in biologically realistic bilayer.
1
 For the ɑ3β2 nAChR used in this 
thesis a tertiary 3:1:1 mixture of 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphochiline 
(POPC), 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphate (POPA), and cholesterol is 
required.
2
 At the time when this work was started, an acceptable phospholipid force 
field without the presence of an additional surface tension parameter was not available. 
The work presented in this chapter details the reasoning, methodology, and results of 
parameterizing the necessary lipid models to be used in subsequent work simulating the 
ɑ3β2 nAChR. 
3.1  Introduction 
Accurately predicting the structural properties of phospholipid with a fully 
atomistic molecular model is critical for the study of pure phospholipid bilayers, mixed 
bilayer systems, and bilayers containing proteins. The general amber force field (GAFF) 
has traditionally required the presence of a surface tension parameter to correctly model 
phospholipid bilayer properties such as area per lipid and order parameters. In this 
work, the GAFF partial charges for POPC, POPA, and POPG were re-parameterized 
utilizing high level ab initio calculations and the restrained electrostatic potential 
method.  Simulations of pure POPA, POPC, and POPG bilayers using the charge 
modified GAFF and no applied surface tension are compared with available 
17 
 
experimental data, the original GAFF model, and the recent Lipid14 variant. The results 
indicate a significant improvement in the accuracy of the lipid model for reproducing 
experimental observables without the need for a surface tension parameter. The 
successful application of modifying the lipid charge distributions represents an 
alternative to the use of a surface tension parameter within GAFF, and highlights the 
importance of the partial charge calculations when modeling lipid bilayers. 
Phospholipid molecules are an essential component of biological systems. The 
amphipathic properties of lipids dictate their structural arrangements, resulting in the 
entropy driven formation of bilayers and micelles in nature. The complexity of the lipid 
bilayer structure has been extensively studied and is due in part to the various 
phospholipid molecules in existence, their mobility, and inherent disorder.
3
 The 
presence of different headgroups, unsaturated lipid tails, and other molecules in the 
bilayer such as cholesterol can greatly impact the structural properties of bilayers and 
micelles. Understanding how these variations influence the overall properties is 
especially important when moving to larger more realistic systems. For example, in 
biologically relevant bilayers (ie. cell membranes), the composition and proportion of 
lipids has been shown to significantly affect the function of transmembrane proteins.
4
 
The importance of a biologically relevant and accurately modified environment when 
modeling pure lipids or integral membrane proteins highlights the need for improved 
phospholipid models when studying membrane systems in silico. 
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are ideal for obtaining molecular-level 
detail on complex systems in the condensed phase.
5, 6
 The information obtained from 
MD studies, while complementary to experimental work, frequently fills a void created 
by difficulty in obtaining experimental measurements on these complex systems (e.g. x-
ray structure of transmembrane proteins in biologically relevant bilayers). However, the 
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in silico results are heavily dependent on the forcefield used, the complexity of the 
system, and the simulation time. Recent advances in computational abilities have 
enabled the study of systems consisting of millions of atoms over increasingly long time 
scales. In order for these computational experiments to be scientifically useful for 
expanding our understanding of complex protein-lipid systems, accurate 
parameterization of the lipid molecules must be achieved. 
All atom force fields have struggled to correctly reproduce experimental lipid 
bilayer data in a traditional iso-baric iso-thermal (NPT) ensemble. Specifically they 
typically underestimated the area per lipid values and overestimated the deuterium order 
parameters.
7-9
 To correct many of the forcefield deficiencies, a positive surface tension 
is generally applied to the system, which is found to strongly affect these two 
observables and generally improves the models accuracy as compared to experiment.
9-11
 
For instance, in 2007, Jojart et al. showed the original GAFF force field was able to 
produce results close to experimental values only under an applied surface tension.
9
 
Similarly, improved outcomes were also shown within the CHARMM 27 force field 
with a surface tension parameter acting on the system.
11
 Despite the improved 
simulation results, recent theoretical analysis of bilayers indicates that there should be 
little or no surface tension acting on a bilayer membrane.
12
 Therefore, the surface 
tension parameter may be an undesirable external variable that is tuned to reproduce 
experimental observables. Studying lipid systems for which experimental observables 
are unavailable then becomes unrepresentative of the system and problematic. The 
solution to this problem is the creation of accurate lipid models, which do not require a 
surface tension parameter. 
The search for tensionless models for lipid bilayer systems has led to a recent 
increase in the development of lipid forcefields.
7, 13-15





 which along with the Lipid11
16
 force field aims to correct the deficiencies 
in lipid properties using the original GAFF force field. Their preliminary work 
introduces a modular framework for simulating lipids and indicates that updating the 
atomic charges and the Lennard-Jones parameters of the acyl chains leads to a more 
accurate tensionless bilayer simulation. The recent publication of Lipid14
17
 provides an 
additional update to the Lennard-Jones and torsion parameters in order to model 
tensionless systems in the AMBER software package. While the new Lipid 14 force 
field was able to accurately reproduce experimental observables, this paper aims to 
show an alternate approach is to re-optimize the headgroup partial charges within the 
older GAFF forcefield to achieve comparable results. This method of partial charge 
optimization has been found to be successful in improving lipid model performance.
7, 13, 
18
 In particular, these efforts have resulted in a tensionless model for several lipids 
within the CHARMM27 force field, indicating that partial charges have a significant 




In this work, we follow an approach of high level partial charge re-optimization 
in an effort to improve the GAFF forcefield for lipids. This method is advantageous 
because of its compatibility with other forcefields in the AMBER environment and the 
ability for the end user to quickly and easily parameterize any lipid required with only 
minor ab initio calculations. The POPC, POPA, and POPG lipids were chosen for re-
parameterization due to their presence in biologically relevant bilayer mixtures 
containing membrane bound proteins.
2, 19
 This work aims to provide a simple and 
reliable way to accurately create GAFF lipid models for the study of lipid based systems 
in the absence of a tension parameter. 
20 
 
3.2  Parameterization 
The overall strategy of the lipid re-parameterization was to recalculate the lipid 
partial charges for the headgroup and the tail regions using high level ab initio 
calculations. Creation of the initial structures for POPC, POPA, and POPG were carried 
out using the GaussView 5.0 program.
20
 Figure 3.1 shows a labeled structure for each 
lipid molecule used in this study. Geometry optimization and frequency calculations for 
the lipids were conducted using Becke’s three-parameter hybrid exchange functional 
with the Lee-Yang-Parr correlation functional  (B3LYP) and CBSB7 basis set (i.e. 6-
311G (2d,d,p)) using the Gaussian09 software.
21
 The electrostatic potential grid 
calculation was also performed within the Gaussian09 package at the HF/CBSB7 level 
of theory. The Restrained ElectroStatic Potential (RESP) charge fitting was 
accomplished through the Antechamber program and all simulations were run in 
AMBER 11 using the GAFF force field.
22
 In addition to calculating the headgroup atom 
charges, distinct charges were assigned to each carbon and hydrogen atom of the lipid 
tail. Accuracy of the parameterized model was validated by comparison to previous 
published computational and experimental properties.




Figure 3.1   Diagram of the POPC, POPG, POPA lipids. The tail structure is degenerate 
for each lipid system and is omitted for POPG and POPA. Majority of hydrogen atoms 
are omitted for clarity. 
21 
 
3.3 System Setup and Equilibration. 
Bilayer systems consisting of 288 lipid molecules were built using Packmol.
30
 
Initial creation of the system was accomplished by placing the lipids in an upper and 
lower bilayer leaflet of 144 lipids each. Spatial constraints of specific atoms in the 
headgroup and tail regions of the lipid allowed for a vertical orientation of the 
molecules with the resulting bilayer normal aligned with the z-axis. The system was 
then fully solvated in a cuboid box resulting in 41.6 TIP3P water molecules per lipid. In 
the case of charged lipids (POPG and POPA), sodium ions were added to balance the 
negatively charged headgroups. 
The newly created bilayer system was then subjected to 500 steps using the 
steepest descent algorithm, followed by 500 steps of conjugate gradient minimization. A 
10 ns iso-thermal iso-baric (NPT) simulation at 300 K and 1 atm was performed to 
allow the system size to equilibrate. Production simulations for each lipid system were 
then conducted in the NPT ensemble at 300 K and 1 atm for 150 ns. All simulations 
used periodic boundary conditions, utilized Particle Mesh Ewald with a 10 Å cut-off, 




3.4 Results and Discussion 
 In the parameterization of a new force field it is important to compare our model 
with previously published experimental and computational results. Lipid molecules 
have several common physical observables that are commonly used to describe a 
bilayer. Analysis of the POPC, POPG, and POPA lipid molecules parameterized in this 
work are compared with the currently accepted properties from literature for lipid 
models in similar simulation conditions. 
22 
 
3.4.1 Partial Atomic Charges.  
Ab initio calculations for the lipids consisted of geometry optimizations of the 
lipid structures at the B3LYP/CBSB7 level of theory and basis set. The optimized 
geometries were then subjected to a charge grid calculation at the HF/CBSB7 level of 
theory and basis set, which was subsequently utilized in the RESP charge fitting 
algorithm to obtain the partial atomic charges. Previous work has typically utilized a 
much smaller basis set (i.e. 6-31G (d)) for their geometry optimizations and charge grid 
calculations.
14
 Since the lipid headgroup includes a third row element, phosphorus, a 
higher basis set was used as it ought to improve the molecular properties due to a more 
accurate representation of the heaver elements as compared to the smaller 6-31G (d) 
basis set. 
Comparison of the partial atomic charges obtained for POPC in this study with 
the work of Dickson et al.
17
 found that there were no significant changes in the partial 
atomic charges for the lipid carbohydrate chains, sn-1 and sn-2 (See supporting 
information). However, noticeable changes were observed at the ester groups (C17, 
C18, O1, O2, C21, O3 and O4, Figure 3.1), which connect the hydrocarbon chains to 
the lipid head group. Both of the carbons of the carbonyl units were found to be 
significantly (i.e. |Δq| ≥ 0.1 e-) more positive than the previously published data, while 
the oxygen atoms were more negatively charged. It is hypothesized that these subtle 
changes in the ester groups change the properties of lipids as these groups govern the 
dynamics of the hydrophobic side chains. In case of the headgroup, the phosphorus 
center was more positive in POPC relative to the published data of Dickson et al.,
17
 
while the O8 atom was more negative and the C38 was more positive. These changes 
are attributed to the enhanced treatment of the phosphorus center, due to the use of a 
larger basis set in this study, and the influence the phosphorous center has on the partial 
23 
 
charges of the neighboring O8 and C38 atoms. The partial charges for POPG were 
compared to data reported by Jambeck et al.
32
 The differences between the charges on 
the ester group are much less pronounced in the case of POPG, though the headgroup 
oxygen atoms remained more negatively charged. The largest deviations are found in 
the phosphoryl unit with our results having less charge separation between the 
phosphorus and the surrounding oxygens. 
To our knowledge, there are no published partial atomic charges for POPA 
lipids against which we could compare our calculations. Nevertheless, we compared the 
atomic charges of all three lipids in this study with each other (See supporting 
information) and found no significant changes in the atomic charges of the carbohydrate 
chain atoms, which are degenerate in all of the three lipids. However, the headgroup 
carbon atom, C38 that connects the phosphoryl unit to the choline group is significantly 
more positive in case of POPC when compared with that of POPG. This observation is 
attributed to the vicinity of the C38 atom to the positively charged nitrogen center of the 
choline unit in POPC which is not present in the POPG lipid. It is found that the oxygen 
atom O8 (O7 in POPG and POPA) that joins the phosphorus center to the C38 atom has 
a similar atomic charge in both the POPC and POPG lipids, and a significantly more 
negative value in the POPA lipid, where the oxygen atom is part of an -OH group 
instead of acting as an ester linkage, which is the case for the POPC and POPG lipids. 
Comparison of the phosphorus centers indicates a significant change when comparing 
POPC and POPG due to the presence of a positively charged nitrogen center in case of 
POPC. 
Partial atomic charges are one of the key factors that can have significant impact 
on the dynamics of any system. In the subsequent sections, we will show that the 
aforementioned subtle improvements in the partial atomic charges have successfully 
24 
 
negated the need of a surface tension parameter in the molecular dynamics simulations 
of these lipids. 
3.4.2  Area per Lipid. 
The area per lipid is a common measured observable unique to each lipid, which 
is used to characterize the lipid phase. The area per lipid was determined by calculating 
the simulation box area along the x-y plane and dividing by the number of lipids per 
leaflet in the system. All of the system’s area per lipid converged within the first 5 ns of 
the production run and remained stable (less than 0.25Å
2
 deviation) over the remainder 
of the 150 ns simulations. The area per lipid data for the three lipid models are shown in 
Figure 3.2. The in silico results are found to be in close agreement with the 
experimentally available area per lipid data
13, 14, 26, 27, 33, 34
 clearly indicating an 




Figure 3.2   Area per lipid results for POPC, POPG, and POPA. This study (●), original 
GAFF without surface tension (○)
9
, and the range of experimental values (-x-)
9, 24, 25, 35-
39
. Standard deviation was measured using block averaging and was found to be less 
than 1% of the reported values. 
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The new lipid charge profile for POPC is found to significantly improve the 
structural accuracy of the bilayer model over previous simulations in the absence of 
surface tension, which considerably underestimated the area per lipid values, Figure 
3.2.
9, 35
 In addition, our simulated POPC area of 63.4 Å
2
 very closely reproduces the 




 as well as in good 




 It may be 
noted that the remarkable agreement of our model was achieved without extensive re-
paramertization of the LJ and torsion parameters indicating a simple protocol for 
accurate lipid modeling. The recalculated lipid charges are found to improve the 
electrostatic interactions, which have been shown to be a fundamental component to the 
structural properties and headgroup packing.
40
 Additionally, the calculated area per lipid 
of POPC agrees with the results from the 2012 GAFFlipid paper
14
 and updated 
CHARM force field values
13
, further indicating that our model has improved predictive 
ability while conducting simulations without a surface tension parameter.  
The POPG simulations indicate a slightly higher headgroup area of 64.4 Å
2
, as 
compared to POPC, which is in agreement with the reported value of 65 Å
2
 by Henin et 
al.
34
 and comparable to other recent POPG models.
26, 33, 41
 The POPG results also agree 
with the work of Murzyn et al.
36
 and Rog et al.
37
, although it must be noted that this is 
an indirect comparison since these studies involved estimating the individual lipid 
properties from mixed bilayer simulations. These area per lipid values are in 
disagreement with the results of Elmore et al.
25
 and Zhao et al.
38
, who found 
significantly lower area per lipid values in their simulations, which seem unlikely due to 
the structural similarity between the two lipids, and the charged interactions of the 
headgroup. Additional support for a larger area per lipid is also found in the 
experimental work of Pan et al.
39





To our knowledge, experimental lipid structural data for a pure POPA system 
have not yet been reported, therefore a direct comparison and validation cannot be made 
at this time. Based on the accuracy of the other two lipid models reported here, the 
POPA area per lipid of 61.2 Å
2
 appears to be a reasonable result given that the head 
group of POPA is much smaller than of POPC and POPG. Our predicted area per lipid 





 who calculated individual lipid properties from a ternary system, and a little higher 





The isothermal area compressibility modulus, KA, was calculated for 
comparison to existing force fields. KA is given by equation 3.1, where kB is the 
Botlzmann constant, AL is the area per lipid, σ
2
 is the variance in AL, T is temperature, 
and nL is number of lipids. KA was found to be 315 m Nm
-1
 (POPC), 307 m Nm
-1 
(POPG), 357 m Nm
-1
 (POPA) which agrees with existing models.
14, 42
 
𝐾𝐴 =  
2𝑘𝐵𝑇〈𝐴𝐿〉
𝑛𝐿𝜎2
                                                       (3.1) 
3.4.3  Order Parameter 
The deuterium-order parameter (SCD) characterizes the orientation and mobility 
of the carbon-deuterium (C-D) bonds with respect to the bilayer normal. Experimentally 
this can be accomplished through deuterium NMR spectroscopy and provides insight 
into the structure and disorder of a lipid bilayer.
43
 The order parameter is a well-known 
and widely used technique that can be estimated in an all-atom molecular dynamics 
simulation using  
𝑆𝐶𝐷 =  −
1
2
〈3𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃 − 1〉                                          (3.2) 
where represents the angle between the C-D bond and the bilayer normal, while the 
brackets designate the ensemble average. 
Previous attempts at tensionless models using GAFF have overestimated the 
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order parameter values yielding results much larger than those seen experimentally.
9, 35
 
Figure 3.3 shows the improved POPC bilayer characteristics obtained by updating the 
lipid partial charges. It is clear from Figure 3.3 that our model more accurately 
reproduces the experimental sn-1 and sn-2 chain data.
44, 45
 It should be noted that order 
parameter values at C-2 do not show a significant splitting between the sn-1 and sn-2 
chains. Since the majority of the charge differences of our model occur in the lipid 
headgroups, and the original GAFF forcefield also failed to capture the C-2 splitting, 
this result is not unexpected. However, all of the saturated lipid tails follow the expected 
decreasing trend in the order parameter from head to tail with a slight overestimation of 
the experimental values. In addition, the unsaturated sn-2 lipid tails correctly reproduce 
the characteristic drop in the order parameter around the double bond seen in the 
experimental NMR studies.
45
 As is evident from the order parameter analysis, the re-
parameterized GAFF developed in this study represents a significant improvement to 
the original GAFF force field and compares well to the preliminary GAFFlipid model
14
 
and recently reported Lipid14 study.
17
 
Importantly, the calculated order parameters for the POPG bilayer presented 
here are in excellent agreement with the experimentally published order parameters 
from Janosi et al. and Romo et al.
42, 46
 In 2010, Janosi et al. showed that POPC and 
POPG have very similar order parameters due to the identical hydrophobic tail section 
and comparable headgroup areas.
42
 Our results also indicate equivalent order parameters 
between these two lipids further validating the improved structural characteristics of the 
presented lipid models.
46
 Although published data on POPA is scarce, our forcefield 






Figure 3.3   Order parameters for the sn-1 (top) and the sn-2 chain (bottom) for POPC, 
POPG, and POPA. This study (●), experimental data (○)
44, 45




3.4.4  Electron Density 
The electron density profile of a membrane simulation allows for a qualitative 
comparison with experimental X-ray scattering data. The density profiles were 
calculated along the bilayer normal by assuming an electron charge equal to the 
difference between the atomic number and its partial charge.
14, 35
 Figure 3.4 shows 
electron density contributions for the major components of each lipid along with the 
total normalized density. The x-axis in Figure 3.4 represents the distance along the 
bilayer normal (i.e. z-axis in the simulations) moving away from the bilayer center. The 
electron density results were averaged over the last 100 ns of the 150 ns production run. 
As expected, the peak of the total electron density curve corresponds with the 
electron rich phosphate region of the headgroup. The distance of this peak is 
representative of the bilayer thickness, and along with the area per lipid data is 
indicative of the physical state of the lipid membrane. The bilayer distances (DHH) for 
POPC, POPG, and POPA was found to be 39.3Å, 38.1 Å, and 37.6 Å respectively, 
29 
 
which is in very good agreement with the experimentally determined bilayer thicknesses 




Figure 3.4   The lipid electron density profiles as a distance from the bilayer center (i.e. 
z = 0) along the bilayer normal (z). Contributions for total (black), PO4 (red), headgroup 
(green), water (blue), CH2 (purple), CH3 (brown), COO (cyan), and C=C (yellow). 
 
Due to the degenerate tail structures between the three lipids in this study, POPA 
shares a similar density profile to POPC and POPG with the expected difference due to 
the contributions of a much smaller headgroup. The density profiles for all three 
30 
 
phospholipids show water penetration beyond the polar headgroup region and up to the 
carbonyl group which agrees with experimental
28, 47
 and previous computational
14, 17, 35, 
48
 findings. While there is some overlap between water and the CH2 density curves, the 
hydrophobic lipid tails restrict the water from traveling further into the bilayer. The 
distribution of the terminal methyl groups is centered at the hydrophobic core, though 
the wide distribution highlights the mobility of the lipid tails and the various possible 
conformations of the lipid acyl tail structure.
48
 
3.4.5  Orientation and Hydration of Headgroups 
The electrostatic interactions at the membrane surface play an important role in 
determining lipid bilayer structure and dynamics. Specifically, the way in which 
phospholipid headgroups orient themselves with respect to the bilayer normal is a result 
of interactions at the lipid-water interface.
40
 Charged regions of the headgroups interact 
with neighboring lipids and with the surrounding water, resulting in a structured 
network of molecules. In a neutral lipid such as POPC, the electrostatic forces are due to 
the dipole created between the negatively charged phosphate and the positively charged 
choline groups.
49
 The short range interactions corresponding to headgroup orientation 
include intermolecular charge pair interactions and hydrogen bonded water bridges 
connecting two negatively charged regions.
29, 36, 40, 49
  
Figure 3.5 shows the probability distribution of the headgroup orientation angle 
(theta ) for POPC and POPG. Theta was calculated as the angle between the bilayer 
normal and a vector describing the headgroup dipole. For POPC the vector between the 
phosphorus and the nitrogen atoms (P-N) is commonly used to describe the overall 
headgroup dipole. However, because POPG contains a glycerol group in place of the 
choline, the atoms used to calculate the orientation angle are not consistent with those of 
POPC. Instead, previous literature has reported multiple vectors between the 
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phosphorus atom and various atoms of the glycerol headgroup.
25, 38
 Here, we report one 
of the more widely used dipoles that is defined between the phosphorus and the terminal 
oxygen of POPG. 
 
Figure 3.5   Probability distribution of lipid headgroup orientation. Angles were 
calculated between the bilayer normal and either the P1-N1 vector (POPC, solid line) or 
the P1-O9 vector (POPG, dashed line). Atom numbering for describing the vectors 
corresponds with Figure 3.1. 
 
The average angles predicted by our lipid model are 92.8° and 87.1° for POPC 
and POPG, respectively. This result indicates that it is favorable for the headgroups to 
orient parallel with the surface of the membrane. This headgroup distribution is 
supported by the density profiles shown in Figure 3.4, where a significant overlap 
between the phosphate and the POPC and POPG headgroup distributions indicate they 
lie in the same plane. These results are found to be in agreement with experimental data 
for the PC headgroups
23, 50
 and with recent computational findings.
25, 35, 38, 51
 
The structure and ordering of the phospholipids can be elucidated by examining 
the radial distribution functions (RDFs) between headgroup atoms. Figure 3.6 shows the 
phosphorus-phosphorus and phosphorus-water RDFs for each of the parameterized 
lipids. The presence of distinct peaks indicates a preferred separation distance between 
the phosphate groups. For POPC and POPG the first peak is seen at ~5.8 Å, which 
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indicates the formation of a water bridge that links adjacent oxygens from the phosphate 
groups through a hydrogen bonded water molecule.
35, 36, 52
 POPA molecules show 
evidence of water bridging, however they also contain an additional peak at ~4.7 Å, 
which is due to the small POPA headgroup that allows for more tightly packed 
headgroups. It is found that only a fraction of the molecules participate in the more 
dense packing since the phosphate groups provide a substantial amount of ordering, thus 
the area per lipid values are only slightly less than those for the POPC and POPG lipids 
headgroups. The phosphorus-water RDF also reveals a defined structure, indicating the 
preference of water molecules to interact with the phosphorus atom of the headgroup. 
The peak at ~3.8 Å further suggests the presence of hydrogen bonding and is evidence 
of water bridging among the lipids. 
 
Figure 3.6   Phosphate-Phosphate (top) and Phosphate-Water (bottom) radial 
distribution functions for POPC (solid), POPG (dash), and POPA (dot). At large 





Due to the significant effect of the headgroup-water interactions on bilayer 
structure at the interface, correctly reproducing water solvation at the membrane surface 
is critical. Presented here is a variation of the standard radial distribution function used 
to characterize the entire headgroup region instead of focusing on specific atom-atom 
interactions. The RDF was calculated as the distance from the solvating water oxygen 
that is closest to any lipid headgroup atom. The headgroup atoms considered in the 
analysis contained all atoms from the functional headgroup to the carbonyl oxygens, 
Figure 3.7. The number of waters in the first hydration shell is calculated by integrating 
the RDF curves. 
 
Figure 3.7   Radial distribution functions showing the distance from water oxygens to 
the closest atoms of the lipid headgroup region. The number of waters located in the 
first hydration shell is indicated next to the corresponding peak and was calculated 






The main peak for each lipid is found to reside at ~2.8 Å, in agreement with 
previous in silico and experimental values.
14, 35
 The number of waters present in each of 
these solvation shells corresponds to 12.5, 11, and 7 waters for POPC, POPG, and 
POPA, respectively. The POPC results are slightly less than those reported by Dickson 
et al., but in line with the experimentally expected range.
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 The small peak at ~1.7 Å 
seen on the RDF plots for POPG and POPA corresponds to hydrogen bonding of waters 
directly to the headgroup. In the case of POPG, the hydrogen of the glycerol oxygens 
participates in the hydrogen bonds, while for POPA it is the lone hydrogen attached to 
the phosphate group which is responsible for the interactions with the solvating water 
molecules.  
3.5  Conclusions 
In this study we show that partial charge optimization at a high level of theory is 
a simple and effective way to improve phospholipid structure properties and solvent and 
ion interactions for the GAFF force field. The re-calculated head and tail group charge 
distributions resulted in more realistic electrostatic interactions between the lipid 
molecules, allowing for an accurate simulation in a NPT ensemble without the need for 
an external surface tension parameter. Additionally, the ability to successfully 
parameterize any desired lipid provides a simple pathway for researchers. Three lipid 
bilayer systems were simulated for over 150 ns and subsequently analysis indicates that 
all systems remained stable during the production run. The area per lipid results from 
the re-parameterized forcefields presented here are in good agreement with known 
experimental data and do not suffer from the underestimation seen in the original GAFF 
model in the absence of a surface tension parameter. Order parameters for both the sn-1 
and sn-2 chain were also improved when compared to the original GAFF simulations. 
Analysis of headgroup hydration indicates an accurate reproduction of the complex 
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water bridges seen in previous in silico studies while also accurately reproducing the 
electron density profiles. The presented lipid models are found to correctly reproduce 
experimental data while the stability was verified by long time MD simulations, 
indicating a viable pathway for the creation of tensionless bilayer simulations within the 
AMBER software package. 
The successful creation of GAFF compatible lipid models presented above is 
necessary for the biologically accurate creation of a nAChR system imbedded in a lipid 
bilayer. All subsequent lipids and bilayers presented in this thesis use the parameterized 
phospholipid models reported here. 
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NICOTINIC ACETYLCHOLINE RECEPTOR 
 
 Nicotinic acetylcholine receptors are large and complex proteins which undergo 
a multi-step process to achieve channel gating.  The material presented in this chapter 
examines the initial stages of the complex gating process to gain insight into subunit 
diversity and its impact on the productive and non-productive binding of acetylcholine. 
A detailed look at the ligand binding affinity, conditions of C-loop closure, and C-loop 
mutation studies are presented below. 
4.1  Computational Methods and System Setup 
 Due to the computational costs of conducting MD simulations on large systems 
(>100,000 atoms), several studies have used truncated structures or have focused their 
studies on only the ligand binding domain of the channel.
1
 Recent publications, 
however, have presented evidence that a complete channel imbedded in a tertiary lipid 
bilayer is required for accurate channel simulations.
2
 In light of these findings, a 
complete protein channel in a biologically realistic environment was created for this 
work. 
 The structure of the α3β2 nAChR used in the following experiments is a 
homology model created in the Maupin group using a high resolution bacterial 
pentameric ligand-gated ion channel structure
3
 in combination with the recent low 
resolution heteropentameric open channel structure by Unwin.
4
 Details on the creation 
of the homology model and the resulting docking and binding affinity calculations are 
available in our research group’s recently published paper.
5
 An important characteristic 
of the homology model is the high conservation of the binding pocket residues between 
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subunits (Table 4.1). In every possible subunit configuration present on the α3β2 
nAChR, the aromatic residues of the acetylcholine binding pocket are present for both 
the primary and complementary chains. 
 
Table 4.1   Conservation of binding pocket amino acids between subunits. Recreation of 






The α3β2 nAChR homology model was imbedded in a bilayer of 288 
phospholipids consisting of a 3:1:1 ternary mixture of POPC, POPA, and Cholesterol. 
Creation of the initial structure was completed using the Packmol program.
7
 The protein 
was placed at the center of the simulation box, and the lipid molecules were 
subsequently and randomly placed within the bilayer constraints around the nAChR. 
The lipid molecules used were parameterized for the General Amber Force Field 
(GAFF ) using high level quantum calculations as described in Chapter 3. The 
simulation box was then filled with water molecules, resulting in a final system of 
192,000 atoms. Figure 4.1 shows the complete system.  
Acetylcholine
Location Trp Tyr Trp Phe/Try Ile Leu
Binding Pocket 1 1013 957 2225 2287 F 2286 2289
(αβ) -- 1054 -- -- -- --
-- 1061 -- -- -- --
Binding Pocket 2 2319 2263 1896 1958 T 1960 --
(βα) -- 2364 -- -- -- --
Binding Pocket 3 1990 1934 1572 1634 F 1633 1636
(αβ) -- 2031 -- -- -- --
-- 2038 -- -- -- --
Binding Pocket 4 1666 1610 1247 1309 F 1308 1311
(ββ) -- 1711 -- -- -- --
Binding Pocket 5 1341 1285 919 981 T 983 --





Figure 4.1   Molecular dynamics system representation for the fully solvated α3β2 
nAChR imbedded in a POPC:POPA:Cholesterol lipid bilayer (3:1:1 ratio). 
  
The Amber software was utilized for all MD calculations with the parm99SB 
force field used to describe the protein, TIP3P for waters, and the previously 
parameterized phospholipid force fields for the lipid bilayer.
8
 The fully solvated tertiary 
lipid bilayer mixture with an imbedded α3β2 nAChR was initially subjected to 
minimization using 2500 steps of the steepest decent algorithim and 2500 steps of the 
conjugate gradient minimization. The system was then equilibrated in the constant NPT 
ensemble (iso-thermal iso-baric) for 50 ns. A long equilibration was necessary due to 
the size of the protein and to give the lipid molecules an opportunity to pack together 
around the nAChR, equilibration was determined through root mean square deviation 
(RMSD) calculations. 
In addition to the system described above, five more systems were created with 
an acetylcholine (ACh) molecule placed into each of the possible binding pockets (Only 
one ACh molecule per simulation). Descriptions of these systems are given by labeling 
the type of the primary subunit followed by the complementary subunit to describe the 
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location of the ligand (αβ, βα, and ββ). ACh additions were made using the final system 
coordinates after the 50 ns equilibration period. Using the AutoDock
5
 results as a guide, 
ACh was initially placed near the binding pocket by displacing water molecules and 
then subjected to steered MD
9
 toward the desired orientation and location for 5 ns in the 
NPT ensemble to gradually allow the acetylcholine molecule to transition into the 
allosteric binding site. An additional 5ns of equilibration was allowed after the 
successful placement of the ligand during which time all restraints were slowly removed 
from the system by incrementally reducing the force constant of the restrained MD. The 
purpose of the ligand bound experiments is to determine ligand binding affinity of ACh 
and identify any key residues that may help pinpoint agonist binding differences 
between the subunits. 
4.2 Analysis of ACh Binding Affinity and Energy Decomposition 
While ligand binding has been suggested to occur at all subunit interfaces, there 
is skepticism that productive binding (i.e., channel gating) is possible on non-alpha 
primary subunits. To determine what differences may cause only the alpha subunits to 
result in a productive binding scenario, ligand binding affinity and an energy 
decomposition analysis of the αβ, βα, and ββ subunit binding pockets were conducted 
on the nAChR systems. 
4.2.1 Unbiased Molecular Dynamics 
An unbiased production run in the absence of ACh was conducted in the NPT 
ensemble at 310 K for 100 ns. The RMSD of the protein channel was found to plateau 
to a constant value of 2.3 Å within the first 10 ns of simulation, which is in agreement 
with previously published results.
10
 The long time scale simulation of the nAChR was 
completed to demonstrate system stability and examine any inherent motions of the 
protein, specifically those relating to the behavior of the C-loop. Simulation runs for the 
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five systems with ACh located in the binding pockets were run for 25 ns each. While 
slight rotations and movements of the ligand were present, in every case the ACh 
molecule remained positioned in the binding pocket throughout the entire simulation. 
4.2.2 Ligand Binding Affinity 
 Upon completion of the molecular dynamics calculations, the ligand bound 
simulations were subjected to Poisson-Boltzmann (MM/PBSA) analysis.
6, 11
 For each of 
the five simulations, all 25 ns of the production time was used, with frames being 
analysed every 125 ps for a total of 200 frames. The results of the MM/PBSA study 
indicate, as was the case with our research group’s previously published AutoDock 
study
5
, that acetylcholine binds favorably to all allosteric binding sites (Figure 4.2). This 
is not entirely unexpected given the high homology of the allosteric acetylcholine 




Figure 4.2   Ligand binding affinity results. (Top) Representation of box sizes used in 
the docking studies between acetylcholine and the α3β2 nAChR. (Bottom) AutoDock
6
 
and MM/PBSA results for acetylcholine binding at various primary and complimentary 






4.2.3 Decomposition Analysis  
If ligand binding is similarly favorable in all subunit locations, then other factors 
must be explored to determine the cause of unproductive binding in non-alpha sites. A 
more in depth examination of the specific contributions to the binding affinity was 
accomplished by running a decomposition analysis of key residues near the binding 
pocket. Using the same 200 frames as the MM/PBSA analysis, a decomposition was 
carried out on all residues within 5 Å of the ligand as well as residues on the C-loop. 
Figure 4.3 shows ACh bound to an αβ binding pocket and a selection of the important 
residues included in the decomposition analysis. 
 
Figure 4.3  nAChR with an acetylcholine molecule placed in a ɑ/β binding pocket (left) 
and a close up showing a selection of the residues included in the decomposition 
analysis (right). ACh is shown in a van der Walls style, while relevant amino acid 
residues are shown in ball and stick model. 
 
 Results of the important residues from the decomposition are given in Table 4.2. 
Although more residues were included in the decomposition anlaysis than are shown, 
the omitted residues had energies that were negligible and the particular amino acids 
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were not directly relevant to this discussion. It can be seen that only the residues of the 
three combinations of binding pockets described in Table 4.1 (αβ, βα, and ββ) report 
favorable interaction energies to ligand binding. Energy decomposition of the ACh 
bound simulations revealed that the agonist is stabilized in all binding pockets through 
primarily cation-π interactions with the conserved Trp and Tyr residues, which is not 
surprising given that residues critical for agonist binding are conserved in the αβ, βα, 
and ββ C-loop binding pocket.
6, 12
 Specifically, two residues from the primary subunit 
(Tyr and Trp) and one residue from the complementary subunit (Trp) show the strongest 
energies. Of note is the lack of any interaction energy between the C-loop chain and the 
ligand, specifically the vicinal cysteine residues unique to the αβ subunits and thought 
to be vital to productive agonist binding. 
 
Table 4.2   Results of the decomposition analysis on a selection of residues near the 
acetylcholine ligand. Significant interaction energies were reported for the primary and 
complementary binding pockets, however the C-loop chain provided no direct 





Location AA Residue Energy AA Residue Energy AA Residue Energy
(Type) (#) (kcal/mole) (Type) (#) (kcal/mole) (Type) (#) (kcal/mole)
Trp 1013 -2.00 Trp 2319 -0.95 Trp 1666 -0.10
Tyr 957 -1.34 Tyr 2263 -1.72 Tyr 1610 -0.89
Tyr 1054 0.00 Tyr 2364 0.01 Tyr 1711 0.01
Comp BP Trp 2225 -3.68 Trp 1896 -2.32 Trp 1247 -1.22
Cyx 1056 0.01 Asp 2360 -0.01 Asp 843 0.00
Cyx 1057 0.01 Asp 2361 -0.01 Asp 844 0.00
C-loop Glu 1058 0.01 Ser 2362 0.00 Ser 845 0.00
Chain Glu 1059 -0.01 Thr 2363 0.00 Thr 846 0.00
Ile 1060 -0.02 Tyr 2364 0.01 Tyr 847 0.01







4.3 C-loop Dynamics and Mutations 
 The similarity between subunit binding affinities and decomposition results 
suggests productive binding may be due to factors other than binding affinity, such as 
C-loop behavior or ability of an agonist ligand to remain in the binding pocket over the 
longer time scales of the gating mechanism. The following analysis explores the biased 
and unbiased behaviour of C-loop dynamics and energetics. 
4.3.1 C-loop Dynamics  
Over the course of the ligand free simulation it was apparent that the C-loop 
movement was dynamic and complex, with C-loops on every subunit opening and 
closing multiple times during the 100 ns experiment. A representation of multiple 
snapshots for C-loop opening and closing movement is shown in Figure 4.4. In order to 
quantify and compare the motion of the various C-loops, it is necessary to determine a 
reaction coordinate to describe the state of the loop at any given point during the 
simulation. Currently, there is no accepted definition of what constitutes and open or 
closed C-loop. Therefore, an important part of this research was analyzing the motions 
of the C-loop to determine an accurate method of describing a particular C-loop 
position. While many options were considered (e.g., distances, angles, and dihedrals), 
the most consistent results were given using a distance reaction coordinate from the C-
loop apex to the center of mass of the channel. All results for the reaction coordinate are 
reported on a normalized scale from 0 to 1, by taking the minimum and maximum 
values found for bound and unbound simulations of a particular subunit binding pocket. 
A smaller value on the reaction coordinate corresponds to a closed C-loop, while a large 
value corresponds to a more open C-loop. The midpoint value of 0.5 corresponds to the 





Figure 4.4   Unbiased molecular dynamics simulation of α3β2 nAChR depicting the 
flexibility of an alpha subunit C-loop.  
 
 Using the reaction coordinate described above, C-loops were analyzed in the 
ligand bound and unbound systems. In the absence of ACh, C-loops were found to 
move over a large (10 Å) range with little preference for any particular location. 
Reaction coordinate values of unbound simulations were found to range from 0.3 to 1. 
Upon introducing ACh into the system, however, a very noticeable change in C-loop 
behavior was detected. The addition of a ligand in the binding pocket prompted a 
sudden and spontaneous closing of the C-loop along the reaction coordinate. Values of 
the reaction coordinate in the bound scenarios ranged from 0 to 0.9, however sampling 
at higher reaction coordinate values was rare, with the majority of the simulation being 
spent below 0.5. Over the 25 ns bound simulations there were still significant 
fluctuations of the C-loop, but a general preference to remain in a closed state was seen 
with ligand present. 
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 In addition to the closing motion of the C-loop, the loop flexibility was greatly 
reduced for the ligand bound simulations. For the unbound systems, αβ C-loops had 
root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) values of 6.4 Å near the apex of the C-loop, 
corresponding to the large dynamical fluctuations of the reaction coordinate distance. 
RMSFs for βα and ββ also shared this greater flexibility with values of 5.1 Å and 4.2 Å, 
respectively. RMSFs for residues moving away from the apex on the C-loop steadily 
decrease towards an average value of ~2 Å for all subunits. Binding of ACh results in a 
significant lowering of the RMSF values at the C-loop apex, resulting in a more 
consistent RMSF (e.g., flat profile) over the entire C-loop chain. The agonist bound 
configuration RMSFs were found to be averaged at 1.8 Å for the αβ, 3.3 Å for the βα, 
and 1.5 Å for the ββ. The RMSF results are shown in Figure 4.5. 
4.3.2  C-loop Mutation Studies 
  A surprising result of the energy decomposition was the absence of significant 
interactions between ACh and the vicinal Cys-Cys, which is unique to the alpha 
subunits. Early experimental work hinted at the importance of the Cys-Cys residues in 
agonist binding, and suggested that the vicinal disulfide favorably interacts with the 
agonist and therefore productive agonist binding only occurs when α is the primary 
subunit.
13
 The binding affinity and decomposition results of this study do not support 
their hypothesis. However, the dynamics of the C-loop presented above has revealed 
that the presence of the vicinal Cys-Cys has a significant impact on the C-loop 
fluctuation, which could be directly related to productive channel gating. 
 To test this hypothesis several mutants were created to modify the flexibility of 
the C-loop. For ɑ3 C-loops the disulfide bond between the vicinal Cys-Cys was removed 
to increase the β2 C-loop characteristics. For β2 C-loops a restraint was added to the 
vicinal Asp-Asp to add rigidity and increase the ɑ3 C-loop characteristics. Although 
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these are fictitious scenarios, it does allow for the direct evaluation of 
increasing/decreasing the C-loop flexibility and evaluating the impact of subunit 
diversity on C-loop dynamics without altering the native charge distribution.  
The results of C-loop flexibility simulations are found in Figure 4.5, which 
reports the RMSF for the various α3β2 nAChR systems for the wild type and mutation 
systems. It is clear from the RMSF data that the dynamics of alpha and non-alpha 
primary subunit pairs are significantly affected by modifying the rigidity of the C-loop’s 
vicinal residues. These simulations indicate that the stabilization of the C-loop 
fluctuations by the bonded vicinal Cys-Cys or artificialy bonded Asp-Asp may be 
driving the energetic and dynamic differences between alpha and non-alpha subunits. 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Fluctuation of the C-loop for the ɑ3β2 nAChR. C-loop flexibility in the 
absence of acetylcholine for the ɑ3β2 (green) and in the presence of acetylcholine for the 
ɑ3β2 (black) and β2ɑ3 (red). Also depicted is the mutant system for ɑ3β2 with the vicinal 
Cys-Cys bond removed (black dotted) and for the β2ɑ3 with the vicinal Asp-Asp bound 





4.4 Biased Molecular Dynamics (Umbrella Sampling) 
 To further test the hypothesis of the effect of C-loop flexibility on productive 
gating, biased sampling techniques were used to study the αβ C-loop. Using the 
mutation studies from above, umbrella sampling simulations were set up to calculate the 
potential of mean force (PMF) of C-loop movement between open and closed states. 
Three separate systems were completed for the umbrella sampling experiments: 
unbound wild type, bound wild type, and bound mutant. The biased calculations were 
constructed with windows covering 20 Å of the reaction coordinate with a spacing of 
0.25 Å, resulting in 80 total windows per experiment. Each window was allowed 1 ns of 
equilibration time and a 2 ns production run. The results of the biased experiments are 
shown in Figure 4.6. 
 
 
Figure 4.6   Potential of mean force for an αβ C-loop. Unbound wild type (red), bound 
wild type (black), and bound mutant (black dashed). Simulations were converged to an 
error of less than 0.25 kcal/mole. 
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 The free energy surface of the unbound wild type simulation highly favors a 
more open C-loop configuration. The minimum is located at 0.75 on the reaction 
coordinate, though there is an additional less favorable local minima at 0.5 (~1 
kcal/mole). The unbound PMF closely agrees with the results seen in the unbiased 
simulation, showing that C-loop closure less than 0.3 is more unfavourable due to a 
higher energy state. The presence of an agonist in the binding site results in a significant 
shift in the free energy surface towards the closed C-loop position. The bound wild type 
PMF has a minima located at 0.24 with a steadily increasing energy cost to move 
towards an open position. Again, this correlates well with the unbiased simulations, 
indicating that the binding of acetylcholine leads to a closed C-loop. Introducing the 
mutation into the C-loop causes a drop in the energy barriers between wells and creates 
a wider range of equal energy regions expanding towards a more open C-loop position. 
The shift in the free energy surface for the mutation suggests that C-loop flexibility may 
play a central role in productive channel gating. While the bound mutant still favors a 
closed position (< 0.5) over an open position, the greater range of motion along a 
thermodynamically similar phase space may be enough to impede productive binding 
and channel gating. To further test this hypothesis biased molecular dynamics 
calculations of the βα and ββ wild type and mutant systems are required. However, due 
to the large computational costs of completing the biasing sampling experiments, βα 
and ββ PMF calculations are not yet converged and will be included as part of the future 
work for nAChR experiments. 
4.5 Summary 
The computational results presented in this chapter indicate that the standard 
hypothesis of direct vicinal Cys-Cys interaction with agonist may need to be revised. 
We find a direct correlation between C-loop flexibility and C-loop closure, where a 
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more rigid C-loop has a greater preference for remaining in the closed position. An 
alternative hypothesis is that the flexibility of the C-loop, as dictated by the vicinal C-
loop residues, impacts the underlying potential energy surface resulting in different 
dynamics and energetics. It is these differences that favor prolonged closure of the C-
loop (αβ subunit binding pockets) which may be necessary for the initiation of the 
gating mechanism. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK FOR NICOTINIC ACETYLCHOLINE 
RECEPTORS 
 
 Part I of this thesis detailed the parameterization and results of phospholipid 
molecules relevant to nicotinic acetylcholine receptors, the biased and unbiased 
molecular dynamics evaluations of the protein channel, and a comprehensive analysis of 
ligand binding affinity, C-loop dynamics and energetics, and C-loop mutation studies. 
The computational evaluation of the nAChR indicated that agonist binding affinity is 
similar for all binding pockets, independent of the primary and complementary subunit 
type configuration. However, C-loop dynamics were found to be significantly different 
between subunit types, suggesting that small structural differences may have a large role 
in imitation of the channel gating process. Analysis of the C-loop energetics for a 
primary alpha subunit showed a significant difference between the unbound, bound, and 
bound wild type simulations, with the mutation studies to increase C-loop flexibility 
resulting in a significant change of the free energy surface, lowering the barriers toward 
more open C-loop positions. The results presented in this thesis have important 
implications in our understanding of complex ligand gated protein channels and the 
effects of subunit diversity on the gating mechanism. The significance of loop structure 
and its relation to the PMF of a closed C-loop conformation is useful in successfully 
identifying what triggers the initiation of the gating mechanism. 
5.1  Future Work 
 Due to the complexity of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors, and because the 
computational cost of simulating large systems makes it difficult to study the many 
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various channel configurations required, there is still an abundance of opportunity for 
continued research. Listed below are the current areas of interest being actively pursued. 
1. Currently in progress is the calculation of PMFs for βα and ββ binding 
pockets for wild type and C-loop mutated systems. The completion and 
analysis of these experiments is critical in supporting the hypothesis that 
there is a direct relationship between C-loop flexibility and productive 
agonist binding. Additionally, the PMFs of the various binding pockets 
will indicate if there is a greater driving force for C-loop closure of a 
primary α C-loop which may play a part in the gating mechanism, 
highlighting the importance of subtle structural characteristics on global 
properties of a protein. 
2. The residue-residue interactions of the protein channel also need to be 
studied further. The material presented here examines interactions 
between the ligand and residues of the binding pocket, however, it is 
possible that other interactions occur which were not studied here. For 
example, energies between the vicinal residues of the C-loop and 
residues on the protein channel should be studied to definitely state 
whether or not these residues are contributing to productive binding in 
some form. 
3. An additional area of interest within our research group is the extension 
of the advanced biasing techniques discussed here towards antagonist 
ligands such as α-conotoxin MII. A detailed molecular perspective of 
both agonist and antagonist interactions is vital towards a more thorough 
understanding of nAChR gating. Specifically, a study of the binding 
affinity of antagonists is needed to understand the competitive binding 
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affinities between agonist and antagonist molecules as related to 
nAChRs. 
4. Finally, the push towards other nAChR systems and subunit 
combinations is needed. The work presented here examines the 
interactions between α and β subunit types, though there are many 
others. Subunit diversity and function is a vast topic with important 
applications in protein function, thus a continuation of the research 





INTRODUCTION: SILICON CLATHRATES 
 
6.1 Silicon Clathrate Background and Motivation 
 Silicon in the diamond structure, d-Si, is the most technologically relevant 
photovoltaic (PV) material.
1, 2
 Although diamond silicon based modules currently 
dominate the PV industry, alternative materials with direct wide band gaps are sought 
after to improve the efficiency of current PV cells. Recently, the silicon clathrate 
allotropes have attracted attention as a wide-band gap material.
1, 3, 4
 Silicon clathrates 
are a cage compound where the cage framework is made of Si atoms. Currently, guest 
atoms are required to template the cage formation during synthesis of these compounds. 
Typically, the guest atoms belong to alkali (e.g., Na or K) or alkaline earth metals (e.g., 
Ba). In general the cage framework is either entirely made of group IV (e.g., Si, Ge, Sn) 
elements or partially substituted by elements from group III or V. The chemical 
diversity in the guest-host elements and their composition variation results in clathrate 
compounds that display a wide range of properties from being insulating to heavily 
doped semiconductors.  Accordingly, silicon clathrates have been used in a variety of 
applications such as thermoelectric, photovoltaics, gas storage and more recently, 
electrodes in rechargeable batteries.
3, 5
 
 Although there are several types of clathrates synthesized so far, group IV 
clathrates in type I and type II structures have been the most investigated (Figure 6.1). 
Clathrate in the type I structure is composed of two types of cages:  a small pentagonal 
dodecahedral cage, denoted 5
12
  as it comprises a cage made of 12 pentagonal faces, and 




 as it comprises a cage made of 12 
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pentagonal and 2 hexagonal faces. The type II structure is also composed of two types 
of cages: the small 5
12




 as the 
cage comprises 12 pentagonal and 4 hexagonal faces.  The unit cell of type I contains 2 
small cages and 6 large cages, while the unit cell of type II contains 16 small cages and 
8 large cages. The stoichiometric formula for type I and type II structures are given by 
G8H46 and G24H136, respectively, where G is the guest and H is the host. All type I 
inorganic clathrate structures show mostly full occupancy of the cages, and only a few 
type II structures show partial filling of the cages. 
 
 
Figure 6.1   Schematic of the 5 and 6 membered rings that make up the cage framework 
found in the type I and type II structures. Each clathrate type is composed of two cage 
structures, the smallest cage (5
12
) is common to both of them. 
 
 
 G.B. Adams et al. computed the band structures of guest free type I and type II 
Si clathrate structures and estimated that their band gaps are 0.7 eV wider than d-Si.
6
 
This finding has led to several efforts to synthesize and characterize semi-conducting 





 So far synthesis of guest free silicon clathrates has proven challenging. In the 
presence of an alkali or alkaline earth guest in the silicon clathrate, a charge transfer 
from the guest to Si framework results in a clathrate that is a heavily doped 
semiconductor wherein the band gap is closed. Therefore, for photovoltaic applications, 
it is necessary to evacuate the guest from all of the cages. Although type I and type II 
silicon clathrates have been synthesized with various guests such as Na, K, Rb, Cs, Ba 
etc., only type II structure synthesized with the sodium guest are believed to have 
potential as a PV material. Sodium as a guest is unique in that it can be evacuated after 
synthesis of the clathrate structure resulting in a favorable band gap. Evacuating sodium 
from type II Na24Si136 clathrate is carried out by heating the clathrate under vacuum at ∼ 
350 
○
C.   To achieve sodium concentrations below 1 per unit cell takes several days 
under these conditions, although other techniques have been identified, which are able 
to achieve sodium concentrations of 0.5 atoms per unit cells.
2, 4
 From Rietveld 
refinement of the X-ray diffraction (XRD) data, it is indicated that the sodium only 
remains in large cages and all small cages are empty.  In the type I Na8Si46 clathrate, 
sodium cannot be evacuated by heating under vacuum even though the type I structure 
shares the same small cage as type II structure. A molecular level understanding of the 
clathrate properties is required to explain why sodium can only be evacuated from 
certain types of clathrate systems. 
There have been several studies in the literature using computational techniques 
to gain insight into the properties of silicon clathrates.
8, 9
 Density functional theory 
(DFT) has been commonly used to determine the electronic properties of the structure, 
providing information on band gaps, electronic transport and guest displacement.
8
 
Additionally, there is precedence of using molecular dynamics and biasing techniques 





ability to accurately model Si clathrate systems using biased molecular dynamics allows 
for the analysis of the thermodynamic and kinetic properties of guest diffusion. In this 
work, we investigate the pathways that favor sodium diffusion in the type II Na24Si136 
clathrate and type I Na8Si46 clathrate. This understanding will provide insight on the 
energetics and kinetics of sodium diffusion through the clathrate framework and answer 
the question as to what factors controls the sodium diffusion. 
6.2 Thesis Organization 
 Chapter 7 provides computational theory of the additional techniques not 
covered in the first section of this thesis. Specifically, the use of different MD force 
fields, the tersoff potential and metadynamics. 
 Chapter 8 discusses the thermodynamic and kinetic analysis of sodium pathways 
through Type I and Type II silicon clathrates. Details on barrier heights, kinetic driving 
forces, and effects of sodium occupancy are given. 
 Chapter 9 gives the directions currently being pursued for future work. 
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Part II of this thesis was completed using a different computational program, a 
bond order potential force field, and alternate biasing techniques than were used in Part 
I. These changes in the system setup were required due to the type of force field 
required for the accurate representation of silicon atoms and to capture bond 
making/breaking events. The LAMMPS
1
 simulation package was used to conduct all 
molecular dynamics simulations using the Tersoff potential.
2
 Details of the new theory 
and methods relevant to the silicon clathrate experiments are provided in this chapter. 
7.1  Tersoff Potential 
 The Tersoff potential is a type of bond order potential that has the advantage of 
being able to describe multiple bonding states under a single set of parameters. Unlike 
the force field described in Chapter 2, which has pre-defined bonds that cannot be 
broken or formed, the Tersoff potential calculates the strength of chemical bonds based 
on the current system environment. The basic functional form of the Tersoff potential is 
given in equations 7.1 and 7.2: 
𝐸 = ∑ 𝐸𝑖𝑖 =
1
2
∑ 𝑉𝑖𝑗𝑖≠𝑗     7.1 
𝑉𝑖𝑗 = 𝑓𝐶(𝑟𝑖𝑗)[𝑓𝑅(𝑟𝑖𝑗) + 𝑏𝑖𝑗𝑓𝐴(𝑟𝑖𝑗)]    7.2 
where Ei is the site energy and Vij is the bonding energy that together compose the total 
potential energy, ƒC is a smooth cutoff function, rij is the distance between atoms, ƒR is 







 Metadynamics is a biasing strategy that uses the addition of Gaussian wells to 
enhance sampling of the phase space.
3, 4
 This technique is especially useful when the 
free energy landscape is unknown prior to the simulation, and high barriers exist 
between local minima. A set of collective variables (CV) is chosen such that the system 
can be accurately described, with careful consideration taken to ensure the CV allows 
for efficient calculations. A biasing potential acts on the CV, adding potential energy in 
the form of history dependent Gaussian wells that make it incrementally unfavorable to 
continue sampling previously visited regions. The metadynamics biasing factor used 
within the PLUMED
5
 software package is given in equation 7.3: 






𝑖=1 )𝑘𝜏<𝑡    7.3 
where V is the biasing potential, s is the collective variable, τ is the deposition rate 
between Gaussian additions, W(kτ) is the height of the Gaussian, and σi is the Gaussian 
width. In standard metadynamics, the Gaussian height, width, and deposition rate are set 
at the beginning of the simulation and remain constant throughout the experiment. Once 
all energy states in the phase space have been sampled and convergence is reached, the 
sum of the bias potentials equals the negative free energy surface of the system. Since 
the factors used in the metadynamics biasing potential are set as constants, there is a 
trade-off in efficiency (e.g., computational cost) and accuracy. If large Gaussian heights 
are used, the system quickly reaches higher energy regions and crosses transition states, 
though overall accuracy of the free energy surface suffers. Small Gaussian heights allow 
for increased accuracy, but depending on the barrier heights of the system, may result in 
an intractable calculation. 
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 A solution to this problem is to use well-tempered metadynamics
4
, which 
rescales the Gaussian height during the simulation using a bias factor. When the system 
first visits a region of the phase space, large Gaussian heights are added to the potential 
to quickly and roughly fill in local minim wells. As the simulation revisits this location, 
the Gaussian height is constantly decreased, leading to increased accuracy and faster 
convergence times while still being able to overcome large energy barriers. 
Convergence is monitored by calculating the change in the free energy surface as a 
function of time. 
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PATHWAYS FOR SODIUM DIFFUSION THROUGH TYPE I AND TYPE II 
SILICON CLATHRATES 
 
 Earth abundant semiconducting type I and II silicon clathrates have attracted 
attention as photovoltaic materials due to their wide band gaps. During the synthesis of 
silicon clathrates, sodium is commonly used to template the clathrate cage formation, 
however sodium must be removed from the clathrate post synthesis in order to realize 
the semiconducting properties of this material. Previous experimental investigations 
have identified that it is possible to remove sodium from type II clathrates to an 
occupancy of < 1/unit cell, but any significant sodium removal from type I has not been 
achieved. This work investigates the energetics, kinetics, and resulting pathways of 
sodium diffusion through type I and II silicon clathrates by means of biased molecular 
dynamics simulations. Well-tempered metadynamics was used to determine the 
potential of mean force for sodium moving between two cage types, from which the 
thermodynamic preferences and transition barrier heights have been obtained. 
8.1  Computational Methods and System Setup  
 Type I (Na8Si46) and type II (Na24Si136) silicon clathrate systems were created by 
replicating a unit cell in each dimension to produce a 3x3x3 clathrate super cell. The 
resulting type I and type II clathrate systems contained a total of 1,458 and 4,320 atoms 
respectively. Multiple variations of the initial systems were prepared to study the effects 
of sodium concentration and cage size on guest diffusion through the clathrates. In all 
simulations there were two cages of interest that the sodium guest was allowed to travel 
between. Variations in the surrounding environment (i.e., number of sodiums in the 
super cell) accounted for other changes within the simulations. For the type II clathrates, 
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10 total systems were created. Filled systems correspond to a sodium guest in every 
cage except for one, while empty systems contain only one sodium ion in the entire 
structure. The location of the empty cage was varied to focus our simulations on the 
barrier between large-large, small-large, or small-small cages resulting in 6 of the 
system variations. Additional configurations for the Type II clathrate were then created 
with unequal sodium occupancy in adjacent neighboring cages to simulate the 
intermediate stages of guest removal from the system. In these systems, the large cage 
of interest was surrounded by neighboring cages that were completely void of sodium 
guests. The second cage of interest (either a large or a small) was surrounded by 
neighboring cages with a varying occupancy of sodium guests. Type I clathrate 
simulations were studied under the same 10 simulation setups.  
Biased molecular dynamics were preformed to generate the potential of mean 
force (PMF) describing sodium guest travelling between two Si-clathrate cages. All 
simulations were completed in the LAMMPS
1
 (http://lammps.sandia.gov/) software 
package in combination with the PLUMED 2.0 biasing code.
2, 3
  Si-Si interactions were 
modeled using the Tersoff potential
4
, and all simulations had a time step of 2 fs and a 
temperature of 700 K. Additional experiments were run at 500 K and 600 K for the type 
II clathrate to determine if any entropic effects were present in the system. Collective 
variables were chosen to be the distance between the sodium guest of interest and the 
cage center of mass from its starting location, and the distance between the sodium 
guest and the cage center of mass of its empty neighboring cage (i.e., destination of the 
sodium atom).  Well-tempered metadynamics
2, 5
 was used to sample the clathrate rings, 
with limits set within the PLUMED code to restrict sodium movement between the two 
cages of interest for each simulation. In all simulations, the metadynamics input values 
were set to a Gaussian width of 1 angstrom, a hill height of 0.025 kcal/mole, and a pace 
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of 250 time steps between hill additions. The well-tempered bias factor was set to 7 for 
large-large systems, and 15 for large-small and small-small simulations in order to 
overcome the larger barrier when passing through a 5-membered ring. All systems were 
run for a minimum of 75ns each, resulting in over 1.5 micro seconds of biased 
simulation time. Convergence was monitored by calculating the differences in the free 
energy surface as the simulation progresses by using snapshots of every 5,000 hill 
additions. All reported values have errors of less than 0.25 kcal/mole. 
In addition to the biased MD simulations, thermodynamic integration (TI) was 
used to calculate the relative free energy of the wells between separate simulations. The 
TI protocol within LAMMPS was used to study the removal of a sodium atom from the 
clathrate cage of interest to the gas phase. Charges and Lennard Jones interactions were 
slowly phased out over a 20 ns time frame for all type II systems.  
8.2 Results and Discussion 
 Thermodynamic and kinetic results for the properties of type I and type II 
clathrates are given in this section. The application of metadynamics, thermodynamic 
integration, and an overall structural comparison allow for the formation of a pathway 
hypothesis for sodium removal from the clathrate structure. 
8.2.1 Type II Sodium Guest Removal.  
 In order to determine possible pathways for sodium diffusion through the 
clathrate, the energetic barrier of moving between two adjacent cages must be analyzed. 
For a sodium atom to move between large cages it must pass through a 6-membered 
ring. Each large cage is connected to four others, creating a interconnected network of 
large cages. Moving from a small cage to any other cage it passes through a 5-
membered ring. To adequately sample the transition state, well-tempered metadynamics 
was used to overcome the large barrier height. The PMF of sodium diffusion for a filled 
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sodium environment is shown in Figure 8.1. These simulations accurately reproduce the 
sodium offset from the cage center, which was previously described through DFT 
studies in literature.
6
 We find that in a large cage sodium resides 0.91 Å from the center, 
while in the small cages the offset is 0.71 Å. Barrier heights were determined by 
evaluating the maximal energy required to move from one well in the PMF to an 
adjacent well in the PMF. From the PMFs it is found that a barrier of 32.0 kcal/mole is 
required to traverse between two large cages, 88.1 kcal/mole for large to small and 88.0 
kcal/mole a small to small transition. As expected, it is significantly more energy 
intensive for sodium to pass through the smaller 5-membered ring transition state than 
for the larger 6-membered ring transition state. The same trends were also found when 
simulating an empty environment, although the barriers in each case were increased 
slightly. Interestingly, all cages were found to be thermodynamically neutral, indicating 
there is no preference for a sodium to occupy either a large or small cage for a filled 
system. Results from the thermodynamic integration analysis confirmed the 
metadynamics results, indicating that the energy difference between gas phase and a 
particular cage was identical for sodium atoms no matter which cage, large or small, 
they were removed from. In addition, the experiments conducted at 500 K and 600 K 
were found to have very similar results to those at 700 K (within 3 kcal/mole) indicating 
only a small entropic effect under these conditions. The thermodynamic results suggest 
that the system may instead be driven by kinetic factors. The low barrier height of a 
large-large cage transition provides an initial pathway for sodium to be removed from 
the clathrate. However, because of the much higher barrier when passing through a 5-
membered ring as compared to a 6-membered ring, it is unlikely that sodium will ever 
leave or enter the small cages under these conditions. For sodium to cross through the 5-




Figure 8.1   PMF for sodium diffusion through a Type II Si-Clathrate between two 
adjacent cages in a sodium filled environment. The large to large (top), large to small 
(middle), and small to small (bottom) are depicted with the x and y axis representing the 





Additional system configurations were explored where neighboring cage sodium 
occupancies were unequal for the two cages of interest (these cages are denoted as 
partial filled). For these instances, systems were setup such that one large cage 
containing the sodium was completely surrounded by unoccupied adjacent cages. The 
other cage of interest, either a large or small, was surrounded by cages in which a 
fraction of them were occupied, thereby creating a sodium gradient in the immediate 
clathrate environment. By setting up the system in this way, the properties occurring at 
surfaces, defects, and during guest removal can be studied. For the partially filled 
systems we have introduced a nomenclature for identifying how many sodiums are 
present in the surrounding cages of a particular cage of interest. In the situation where a 
large cage is surrounded by empty cages, it would be denoted by large
0
. In this scenario 
the sodium in the large cage will either go to another large cage or a small cage, which 
are surrounded by neighbors that may or may not contain a sodium. Only those cages 
not in direct contact with the large
0
 cage are taken into account when identifying the 
neighboring sodium content. This results in 9 possible neighbors for a large cage and 6 


















Figure 8.2 shows the PMF calculations under these conditions. The exponent 
notation describes how many occupied cages surround the cages of interest and the 
large
0
 cage is always in the upper left of each plot. It is evident that the sodium 
concentration difference between cages has a significant effect on the system’s 




 system there is a shift in the 
thermodynamics that favors the large
0
 cage over the large
1
 cage by 6.1 kcal/mole. When 





 system, there is a dramatic increase in the energy difference between the two 
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cages. In this situation it is found that the large
0
 cage is 49.3 kcal/mole more favorable 
than the large
9









systems where it is observed that the large
0
 cage is more favorable than the small cages 
by 15.4 kcal/mole and 100.1 kcal/mole, respectively.  
 
 
Figure 8.2   PMF for sodium diffusion through a Type II Si-Clathrate in an environment 

















 (bottom right) where the exponents represent 
the number of neighboring cages occupied by sodium atoms. In each PMF the Large
0
 
cage is located at the top left for consistency. 
 
 
In addition to the changes in thermodynamics, the effective barrier height of a 





significantly reduced in all cases. The barrier height of a large-large system was 









 transition. A 
summary of all computational PMF results is given in Table 8.1. 
 
 
Table 8.1   Summary of calculated energy barriers for transition states in type I and type 
II silicon clathrates. The Large* designation denotes the special type I instance of a 
large to large cage transition where the sodium passes through a 5-membered ring 






The barrier height of a large-small cage transition is also greatly impacted by the 








 transitions having 
barriers of 69.4 kcal/mole and 55.1 kcal/mole, respectively. These results have two 
important implications to the guest removal from Type II clathrates. First, a difference 
in sodium occupancy of neighboring cages reduces the energetic barrier for passing 
through a 5-membered ring such that sodium may begin to empty out of the small 
Type System Cage 1 Well Barrier Height 1 Cage 2 well Barrier Height 2
Cage 1 Cage 2 kcal/mole kcal/mole kcal/mole kcal/mole
II Filled Large Large 0 32.0 0
II Filled Large Small 0 88.1 0
II Filled Small Small 0 88.0 0
II Empty Large Large 0 38.4 0
II Empty Large Small 0 92.2 0




















0 155.2 100.1 55.1
I Filled Large Large 0 32.0 0
I Filled   Large*   Large* 0 88.0 0
I Filled Large Small 0 88.1 0




cages. The strong thermodynamic preference of the large
0
 cages indicates that it is 
highly unlikely under these conditions for sodium to re-enter a small cage from a large 
cage, thereby creating a one way path for the removal of sodium from the small cages. 
Second, the preference for sodium to move to areas of low guest occupancy indicates a 
possible pathway of guest removal. 
Initially, sodium exits the clathrate through large cages near surfaces and 
defects. As the first few large cages empty, an environment of sodium deficiency is 
established at that location. This creates a thermodynamic driving force for more large 




 scenario to begin 
leaving the small cages. As small cages near this location become unoccupied it further 
increases the sodium gradient and makes it possible for the process of sodium removal 
to continue. Eventually, almost all of the guests will reside in large cages. However, 
because of the significant preference for sodium to remain in a low occupancy 
environment the entire system will not completely empty. As the sodium occupancy 
diminishes, there is a situation in which a few sodiums reside in large cages and are 
surrounded by empty cages that have one sodium neighbor. This spacing of the sodium 
creates once again a thermo-neutral environment for the movement of the sodium. 
Therefore a random walk scenario occurs for each atom when moving between cages 
with unoccupied neighbors. However, any move towards a cage with an occupied 
neighbor will result in an unfavorable energy and will cause the atoms to again move 
apart. Under these conditions, our simulations indicate that the clathrate will never 
completely empty in agreement with previous experimental results.
7
  
8.2.2 Type I Sodium Guest Removal. 
 Understanding type II clathrate guest removal we can now look at why attempts 
have proven unsuccessful in removing sodium from Type I clathrates. The same 
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metadynamics simulations as reported previously were also run using the type I 
clathrate. Interestingly, we find very similar results, Figure 8.3, to the barrier heights 









cage structure found in type II clathrates. The PMFs indicate that the barrier for the 
transition of a sodium, in a filled environment, between two large cages is 32.0 
kcal/mole, while the transition between a large and small or between two small cages is 
88.1 kcal/mole. 
 
Figure 8.3   PMF for sodium diffusion through a Type I Si-Clathrate in a filled 
environment. Large-Large (top) and Large-Small (bottom). The x and y axis represent 





 If the underlying thermodynamics and kinetics are similar between type I and 
type II clathrates, then something else is preventing guest removal from type I. The 
structural differences between type I and type II are very pronounced. While the small 
cages remain the same, the type I large cage is significantly changed. Only two 6-
membered sides exist per cage instead of four, though it is still connected to four other 
large cages. This means that type I large cages are connected by both 5- and 6-
membered rings. Running an additional PMF simulation of large cages connected by a 
5-member ring resulted in a barrier of 87.9 kcal/mole, very similar to the barrier 
involving small cages. This effectively removes a large portion of interconnectivity 
between large cages since movement through any 5-membered ring is unfavorable until 
a gradient is set up. Due to this structure, the sodium gradient needed to facilitate guest 
removal is unlikely to form and essentially no guest can be removed from the system.  
8.3 Conclusions 
Although the energy barriers for sodium diffusion through the type I and type II 
clathrates are similar, it is predicted that the structural differences in the cages creates a 
disruption in the large cage connectivity for the type I clathrate as compared to the type 
II clathrate. This hypothesis explains the difficulty of sodium removal from a type I 
system. Although previous experimental literature has reported that sodium evacuates 
the small cages first and then the large cages, I offer an alternate explanation of the 
experimental findings. The results presented in this chapter indicate that sodium 
molecules first leave the large cages and the subsequent changes in the kinetic barriers 
allow the small cages to repopulate these vacancies. This creates the appearance of only 
small cages being emptied in the experiments. This result is interesting because it may 
help to understand why other systems (various guest in type II clathrates) have been 
unsuccessful in removing guests from the clathrate. For example, Cs8Na16Si146 is a type 
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II clathrate where cesium occupies the large cages and sodium is present in the small 
cages. Using the results from above we can hypothesize that due to the larger size of the 
cesium guest, it is unable to leave through the large cages and therefore blocks the 
pathway and prevents the smaller sodium atoms from leaving as well. These pathway 
and kinetic arguments may be vital in describing many system types relevant to the 
clathrate community. 
Here we have shown the thermodynamic and kinetic properties of moving a 
sodium guest through a silicon clathrate host network using biased sampling techniques 
to generate the PMF. Both type I and type II clathrates were found to have sodium 
transition barrier heights of 32 kcal/mole for the 6-membered ring and 88 kcal/mole for 
the 5-member rings. In cases where neighboring sodium were evenly distributed, the 
cages were found to be thermodynamically neutral. However, by changing the 
occupancy of neighboring cages, the thermodynamics and kinetics of the diffusion 
pathway were found to be significantly altered. In the case of the 5-member ring 
transition the barrier could be lowered by as much as 29 kcal/mole and the 
thermodynamics shifted to favor the cages in a sodium deficient environment. It is 
found that the reduced transition barrier height through the 5-membered ring provides a 
pathway for sodium to exit small cages. It is observed that the sodium first leaves the 
large cages, and as sodium deficiencies are created the small cage transition barrier is 
lowered enough for the sodium to move to the neighboring large cages. While nearly 
complete guest removal from Type II clathrates is possible, this work shows that 
structural properties of Type I clathrates make any significant guest removal very 
difficult.  
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FUTURE WORK FOR SILICON CLATHRATES 
 
 Biased simulations of type I and II clathrates were found to be extremely useful 
in understanding the thermodynamic and kinetic driving forces involved in removing 
sodium from the clathrate structure. The computational research on clathrate structures 
is ongoing and additional experiments are being conducted in order to strengthen the 
pathway hypothesis presented in chapter 8, apply these techniques to other clathrate 
systems, and use Monte Carlo algorithms to simulate sodium evacuation from a cell. 
The current progress and goals of these experiments are listed below. 
1. During the initial stages of the clathrate simulations the results indicated 
that the thermodynamics and kinetics of type I and II systems were very 
similar. Due to the computational cost of running so many system 
variations, many of the type I simulations have not been completely 
converged. Although initial results indicate that all trends hypothesized 
in the previous chapter are correct, completion of these systems are 
necessary to validate our hypothesis. Metadynamics experiments for 
empty systems, partial filled systems, and alternate temperature systems 
are currently in progress. 
2. The development of two Monte Carlo simulations (Metropolis MC and 
kinetic MC) are also currently being pursued in an attempt to recreate 
experimental Type I and II occupancy results. An in house code is being 
written to describe the pathway of sodium evacuation from the clathrate 
structure. The thermodynamics and kinetic results obtained from the 
metadynamics simulations are used as inputs for the Monte Carlo runs. It 
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is expected that these simulation techniques will highlight the structural 
differences between type I and type II clathrates and confirm our present 
pathway hypothesis. 
3. The final area for future research is the extension of the models and 
biasing techniques to other clathrate systems. The variation of guest and 
host species can have a significant effects on the properties of the 
clathrate that may be useful for real world applications. Specifically, the 
partial substitution of Ge for Si in the host network is of interest as there 
is published work describing the desirable band gap tuning available to 
Si-Ge clathrate systems. 
